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Paula’s Message:

Great news!
To All Staff and Teams,
Week beginning 29th March we saw the slight easing
of lockdown rules in England which included allowing
six people or two households to meet outside. Added
to this we have had some beautiful sunny weather
which always helps to make me smile.
We also have more than 30 million people in the UK who have received their first
dose of a coronavirus vaccine as part of the biggest inoculation programme the
country has ever launched.
In addition to this the number of second doses of COVID-19 vaccine administered
in the UK in a single day has exceeded the number of administered first doses.
Until now, the number of first jabs per day had always been higher than second
jabs. (A total of 4,108,536 people in the UK have now had both shots, the
equivalent of around one in 13 (7.8%) of adults and the total number of first doses
given so far is 30,905,538.)
In a race against a faster-spreading variant of the virus, ministers and scientists
have pinned their hopes of fully easing our third national lockdown on vaccinating
as many adults as possible by summer.
However, Boris Johnson has urged the nation to remain cautious while enjoying
the small easing of lockdown rules in England. “The UK does not know “exactly
how strong” its defences against another wave of Covid-19 will be despite the
“impressive” vaccine rollout” the PM says. He added that “The UK’s vaccination
rollout has gone very well, but people are still in the process of building up
immunity and not everyone in the most at-risk groups has come forward for a jab”.
We have come so far, and as we begin to unlock and start to enjoy some
normality to our lives and those of the people we support we need to proceed
with caution. Please continue to do all the things you have been doing over the
last twelve months so we can keep ourselves, our teams and the people we
support safe and happy. We still need to be vigilant. If there is one thing we have
learnt, nothing can be taken for granted with Covid-19!
Thank you for all the fantastic work you do in living out our values and keeping
the people we support safe and happy. You work is truly appreciated.
Thank you.
Paula Braynion, Managing Director

Business Development
For our staff who have gone above and beyond in
living out our values this weeks shout outs are:

The Business Development
team have been working
in partnership with our
operational teams to develop
two new services during
the pandemic: River Beal in
Rochdale and Ravenscroft
in Stockport. These services
are now almost full, with
people settling in nicely in
their new flats.
For future developments, the
team are currently looking to
develop further services in Greater Manchester and Lancashire which will allow
people to move out of hospital and back into their local communities. We are
also looking to open a service in Milnrow, close to River Beal, which will support
2 people in independent flats.

Friends for Life
Zooming through lockdown
with the Friends for Life group!
Our Zoom sessions are proving really popular. The
sessions are really important as they are helping
us to see friends that we cannot see because of
lockdown, find new hobbies and try new things.
We want to say a massive thank you to the people
we support and staff for joining in. Here’s a quick
look at our sessions:
Stretch with Sammy for a great start to the week.
We’ve been trees and butterflies, we have roared
like lions and reached for the sun - and there’s always time to relax at the end.
The Walk and Talk group has been looking and listening out for things on their
walks beginning with different letters of the alphabet. We have been talking about
our walks and how fantastic walking makes us feel. We are planning walks we
can do together when it is safe to meet up again - hopefully finishing with a hot
drink and cake!
The Stronger Together Community Choir is for anyone who loves to sing or
make some noise! Join Kevin and Lorraine to exercise your lungs, sing along and
have some fun.
For people who are Star Wars or Doctor Who fans come along to the Sci-Fi club
to talk about all things science fiction and test your knowledge with a quiz.

Movement to Music is hosted by Kelly, who brings sunshine to the dullest day!
We have danced to disco, requests, and songs from musicals, and learnt the
moves to the Takeaway Song and Superman. If you want to burn some energy
and have some fun this is the session for you.
At Create and Chat we’ve baked, we’ve drawn, we’ve made heart banners, hats
and cards, and shown everyone the creations we are proud of. If you’ve made
anything at all during the week, come and show us! We’d all love to see and hear
how crafty you’ve been.
In Brew and Banter, we have a lot of fun and jokes. Our resident comedian
David is always there to make everyone laugh and you’ve brought your own jokes
too. We finish with a Quiz!
Please get in touch with Beth, David, Kim and Mel at the Friends for Life
team if you want to know more about the Zoom sessions.
You can follow the Friends for Life group on Facebook and
twitter to see what is happening in the Zoom sessions.

Human Resources

We need your help!
The HR Team have some exciting news which will positively impact the way our
referral process works!
Introducing Care Friends, a straight forward App that lets you share our vacancies
to your Friends, Family members, or to those people you stalk on Facebook from
time to time (We’ve all been there)!
And it gets better, every point earned, earns you a £1!
Each successful candidate referral, after completing 6
months in role will earn the referee 125 points!
Over the next few weeks further details will be provided
regarding the launch date, how you can earn points and
how you can redeem these points. For further information,
please check out the below video put together by care
friends.

For more information regarding any of this, please contact
David Foster, at david.foster@futuredirectionscic.co.uk
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